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In-plane alignment of noncentrosymmetric molecules by oblique-incidence
molecular beam deposition
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The preferential orientation of noncentrosymmetric, organic molecules with intermolecular bonding
is realized by means of oblique-incidence molecular beam deposition. The in-plane anisotropy in the
optical properties of the thin films is shown by transmission spectra of ultraviolet light.
Second-harmonic generation measurements demonstrate the preferential orientation of the
molecules aligned in-plane. In addition, the dependence of the second-harmonic light intensity on
the film thickness reveals the dominance of bulk effects with respect to surface contributions.
Therefore, this molecular alignment technique is a promising method to produce stable thin films for
applications in linear and nonlinear optics. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The breaking of symmetry in condensed-matter syste
is responsible for many physical phenomena, including o
cal second-harmonic generation~SHG!; the frequency dou-
bling of light.1 For surfaces and interfaces, the symmetry
broken by definition, and second-harmonic light can be
served. Bulk materials, however, exhibit SHG only if no
centrosymmetric constituents have a noncentrosymmetric
der. For optically active organic thin films, this is achieve
e.g., by the use of the Langmuir–Blodgett~LB! technique.2

Here, amphiphilic molecules comprising a hydrophi
head—the chromophore—and a hydrophobic tail are alig
at the air–water interface, and the resulting ordered mo
layer is transferred to the desired substrate. For a prac
use of the noncentrosymmetric monolayer, one has to b
up a structure of many individual monolayers. Although th
has been realized for several optically active molecules,
LB technique is often time consuming and the structures
sometimes thermally unstable. The low thermal stability m
arise from the fairly small intermolecular forces within th
layers. The stability of the ordered structures may be sign
cantly improved if the molecules are aligned in-plane a
connect to each other by chemical bonding.

In this letter, we report that nonlinear optically activ
thin films can be produced by oblique-incidence deposit
of organic molecules, which are connected in a head-to
fashion via hydrogen bonds. It is well know from some i
organic systems that oblique incidence of the molecu
beam results in growth anisotropies. These anisotro
which include the structural, magnetic, and optical proper
of the thin films have been verified by different technique3

Here, we show the growth anisotropy by transmission m
surements of ultraviolet~UV! light. But more important, us-
ing SHG we demonstrate that the organic molecules are

a!Present address: ETH-BWB, Wagistr. 23, CH-8952 Schlieren, Switzerl
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plane aligned, so that the heads of the molecules are dire
on average.

The molecular structure of the two noncentrosymmet
organic molecules ~@4-pyrid-4-yl-ethynyl-benzoic acid#–
PEBA and @4-trans-2-~pyrid-4-yl-vinyl! benzoic acid#–
PVBA!, we have designed and synthesized, is given in F
1. Both molecules are characterized by a pyridyl and c
boxylic group giving rise to strong intermolecular hydrog
bonding verified for the sublimated powders by solid st
15N-NMR spectroscopy.4 A consequence of this are th
rather high melting points of PEBA~300 °C! and PVBA
~350 °C! measured by differential scanning calorimetry5

Hence, this class of materials is thermally very stable wh
is a prerequisite for any application.

The organic molecules are sublimated from molecu
beam effusion sources at a temperature of 220 °C unde
trahigh vacuum conditions (631029 mbar!. At this tempera-
ture the hydrogen bonds are meant to be broken while
molecules themselves are intact.6 The incident molecular
beam had an angle of about 30° with respect to the sur
normal. This rather small angle guarantees the thickness

d.
FIG. 1. Molecular structure of~a! PEBA and~b! PVBA.
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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mogeneity, it results, however, in anisotropic optical fi
properties. This in-plane optical anisotropy, i.e., the line
dichroism,7 is demonstrated by typical UV spectra in Fig.
The transmission of the 270-nm-thick PEBA film grown o
fused silica~Suprasil®! at a substrate temperature of 100
with a deposition rate of 5.5 nm/min has been measuredex
situ by a Spectrophotometer~Lambda 9–Perkin-Elmer!.
While for wavelengths between 280 and 338 nm the ab
bance is higher when the polarizer is perpendicular to
plane of incidence of the molecular beam, for waveleng
above 338 nm the absorbance becomes higher parallel t
incident beam. The polarization dependencies of the tra
mission always show the well-known sinusoidal behavi
but at the neutral point of 338 nm the phase shifts by
indicating excitations parallel and perpendicular to the m
ecules. Two characteristic curves~301 and 351 nm! are given
in Fig. 2. This optical anisotropy reveals the preferen
alignment of the molecules within the plane of incidenc
Due to the geometry of the deposition experiment that o
induces an anisotropy within the plane of incidence, it
plausible that the net orientation of the long axis of the m

FIG. 2. Transmission measurements of UV light for a 270-nm-thick PE
film on fused silica~Suprasil®! deposited at a substrate temperature
100 °C and a deposition rate of 5.5 nm/min. The upper and lower ima
represent the transmission vs polarization angle at a wavelength of 301
351 nm, respectively, following perfectly a sine and shifted to each othe
90°. The central part shows the anisotropy of the absorbance.
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ecules is parallel to the plane of incidence. This reflection
the symmetry is backed by the observation that the m
peak at 350 nm does not change its position by the repla
ment of fused silica by glass or sapphire substrates. The
change of the organic material, however, PVBA instead
PEBA, shifts the peak to a wavelength of 373 nm.6 This
means that the main peak is characteristic for the orga
material and may be attributed to the long axis polariz
transition.

Light transmission is independent of the polarity of t
aligned molecules. SHG, on the other hand, is a nonlin
method and sensitive to the macroscopic charge tran
which is the average of the charge transfer within the in
vidual molecules. Therefore, using SHG one can de
structural anisotropies due to the preferential orientation
the molecules. We have observed strong polarization dep
dent second-harmonic light by the use of a B.M.I. Nd:YA
laser~wavelength 1064 nm, pulse duration 25 ns, repetit
rate 30 Hz! in transmission mode~Fig. 3!. The maximum of
intensity I 2v is found when the polarizers are parallel to t
plane of incidence of the molecular beam. As expected fr
the transmission measurements, the in-plane componen
the effective charge transfer has its maximum in direction

es
nd
y

FIG. 3. SHG intensity as a function of the polarization angle and the an
of incidence. The PEBA thin film with a thickness of 180 nm was deposi
on fused silica at a substrate temperature of 100 °C and a deposition ra
5 nm/min.
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along the long axis of the molecules. The related nonlin
optical coefficientd3335(0.860.1) pm/V is determined us
ing the standard Maker-fringe technique@calibration refer-
enced11(quartz!50.3 pm/V#. The refractive indices for fun-
damental and second-harmonic light are found to be 1.75
1.82, respectively.5 The dependence of the SHG intensity
the angle of incidenceQ @Fig. 3~b!# shows thatd333 has its
maximum atQ50. Therefore, the molecules are prefere
tially orientedin-plane.Hence, besidesd333 only the coeffi-
cient d3115d1315d113 is of significance. The ratio of the
nonlinear optical coefficientsd333/d3115(2.860.3) is de-
rived from the data in Fig. 3~a!. The nonlinearity of our
samples is still low but it should be raised by the use
chromophores with stronger donor and acceptor substit
or improved ordering by optimized growth conditions.

Because the nonlinearity is quite small, one may com
the conclusion that the second-harmonic light is only gen
ated at the interfaces. A significant contribution of the int
faces of the organic film to the SHG intensity, however,
excluded since the peak intensity of the SHG signal increa
quadratically with the film thickness as shown in Fig. 4. T
film thickness was measuredin andex situby ellipsometry,
atomic force microscopy, and alpha-step.5 In the upper part
of Fig. 4 we compare PEBA films grown under identic
conditions on fused silica and simple glass substra
whereby in the lower part the different organic molecules
deposited on glass substrates. Due to the geometry ch
for this experiment~both polarizers parallel to the plane o
incidence, the slope of the curves corresponds to the non
ear coefficientd333. In agreement with the former analysi

FIG. 4. Variation of the square root of the SHG intensity with the fi
thickness.~a! PEBA on glass an fused silica grown at a substrate temp
ture of 100 °C and a deposition rate of~461! nm/min;~b! PEBA and PVBA
on glass deposited at a substrate temperature of 30 °C and a rate of~461!
nm/min.
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we have found d333~PEBA!5~0.7760.05! pm/V and
d333~PVBA!5~0.5060.03! pm/V.

The alignment of the molecules due to external fields
due to a groovelike substrate morphology is ruled out by
following experiments. In a first experiment, the sample w
rotated by 180° after deposition of half the film thicknes
Due to the induced sign reversal of the nonlinearity, the S
signal was reduced by a factor of 20. At both ends, where
sample was shadowed by the holder, the film has only h
thickness, and we have found the expected SHG intensity
a second experiment, the substrate was cut into four pie
rotated to each other by 90° and fixed at the holder bef
deposition. We found an anisotropy of the films measured
transmission and SHG, which was only given by the depo
tion geometry and not by the substrate orientation. In ad
tion, we have performed preliminary deposition experime
in a different MBE chamber where the angle of incidence
the molecular beam was varied from 10° via 20° to 30° w
respect to the surface normal. Here, both the linear dichro
as well as SHG intensity increases considerably. Theref
we conclude the oblique incidence of the molecular beam
the key element for the fabrication of ordered thin films
the present method. It opens up the possibility to choose
direction of the in-plane alignment of the organic molecu
by in situ substrate rotation.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that obliqu
incidence molecular beam deposition can result in an
tropic thin films with a preferential orientation of the mo
ecules even on amorphous substrates. Due to
intermolecular hydrogen bonding the organic films are sta
enough for potential applications in linear and nonlinear o
tics.
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